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Abstract: Some theories explain the differences of capital structure for any company. As a result, it is important to review capital structure to increase firm value, especially manufacturing companies in Indonesian Stock Exchange (IDX), which is mostly labor intensive. The purpose of this study was to analyze the influence of CEO ability, profitability, NDTS, cash flow and CEO ownership on capital structure (LTDE and LTDA), and the impact of capital structure (LTDE and LTDA) on firm value. The study was conducted at manufacturing companies in IDX. Observation period are 2006-2010. CEO ability and CEO ownership determines capital structure (LTDE), while profitability and cash flow NDTS does not affect. Furthermore, CEO ability, profitability, NDTS and CEO ownership determines capital structure (LTDA), but cash flow does not affect. Capital structure (LTDE and LTDA) determines firm value. Enterprise value is more determined by companies that use the overall assets in operational activities compared to companies that only rely their own capital. This research uses pecking order, trade-off and asymmetric information theory.
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I. Introduction

Capital structure decisions have a strategic role for owner welfare and company survival. Many theories have emerged to explain the difference in capital decisions for any company. Capital structure theory [20], assuming no taxes, reveals that capital structure decision does not affect firm value. Assets value is determined by operating cash flow rather than capital structure. Furthermore, [21] examines this concept by considering tax, stating the firm value was affected by capital structure. If company uses debt, firm value will increase. Firm value that using debt equal to firm value that do not use debt plus tax protection. The implication was the higher debt used, the higher firm value. This is because the return shareholders are paid from after-tax income, while the return to debt holder is paid from pre-tax income. Thus, the debt usage resulting after-tax income for shareholders become larger than if company does not use debt. However, the use of higher debt can lead to financial difficulties.

Therefore, funding decisions should be carried out effectively and efficiently to improve shareholders or owners welfare. Shareholders welfare are shown from increasing firm value or share price, as a reflection of funding decisions [30]. High firm value indicates owner high level welfare. Firm value, other than stock prices measure, can also be measured by using a dividend yield [14]. Average stock prices of manufacturing companies in Indonesia Stock Exchange (IDX) in 2005-2009 show an increase. The average share price in 2005 are Rp. 4,997,-, up to Rp. 7,077,- in 2007, dropped to Rp. 6,667,- in 2008, and increased to Rp. 14,279,- in 2009. The growth rate of average stock price from 2005 to 2009 is 32.05% per year. The dividend yield has increased too. 2005 showed the average value of 4.12%, increasing to 11.19% in 2008 and dropped to 2.54% in 2009. Overall, the average dividend yield grew by 33.37% per year (data compiled from Indonesian Capital Market Directory 2010).

The phenomenon of increasing corporate value, indicated by an increase in stock prices in manufacturing companies on Indonesia Stock Exchange, occurred in company's capital structure. They generally more likely to use their own capital than debt, especially in 2009. The total debt was Rp. 2,111,080 million compared from its own capital by Rp.2,420,036 million (data processed from the Indonesian Capital Market Directory 2010). This condition is contrary to theory [21] which states that additional debt usage will increase firm value because of tax savings from interest expense of corporate debt. How do managers give a positive signal to show company performance in the form of high debt portion of capital structure. Investors can distinguish the company performance by looking at capital structure and investor will provide a high value on companies with large debt portion [25]. The manufacturing industry in Indonesia is still too much use debt. Therefore, the use of debt lead to lower firm value [29]. Additional usage will reduce the company debt value. Company debt that exceeded the optimal limit will cause financial distress and agency costs greater than tax savings from interest payments on debt [27].
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This study analyzes and explains the influence of CEO ability, profitability, non-debt tax shield (NDTS), cash flow and CEO ownership on capital structure, proxied by long-term debt to equity (LTDE) and long-term debt to total assets (LTDA) as independent variable, then influence capital structure (LTDE and LTDA) on firm value. The reason the separation of capital structure (LTDE and LTDA) as the independent variable is to analyze and explain the effect of a company capital structure based their own abilities or equity, as opposed to relying on overall assets to fund operational activities in increasing firm value.

The study was developed by integrating research aspects of outside the accounting database. It uses a CEO decision-making ability in capital structure to enhance firm value. Research [5] analyze the effect of CEO ability and CEO ownership on capital structure but have not connected with firm value. In this study the ability and the CEO ownership associated with firm value through a capital structure to analyze and explain the CEO and the CEO contribution ownership ability to influence the determination of capital structure to enhance firm value. Investments in profitability variable, and cash flow NDTS (operational cash flow) as part of an internal fund source was to determine the contribution the use of funds sources generated from operations, affect the determination of capital structure to enhance firm value. CEOs who have the ability to manage company and include capital in the form of shares, will more serious and improve profitability or internal funds, as a form of owner welfare, due CEO also have company share.

II. Theory and Hypothesis Development

Ability is an individual's capacity to do various tasks in a job [24]. A CEO perform tasks according to field expertise. He should have a certain ability. CEO ability reflected by tenure, namely number of years served as CEO for this time [5]. Tenure, when expressed as seniority and years of work experience, demonstrate a positive relationship with firm performance [24]. The CEO ability increase will affect significantly and negatively on capital structure. This is shown by a decrease in long-term debt [5]. That is, the higher CEO ability, the higher the ability to generate internal fund sources through retained earnings. This minimizes the use of long-term debt. Companies with more experienced CEOs get higher profits [16]. Therefore, the hypothesis are:

H1.1: The higher CEO ability, the lower use of debt in capital structure that proxied by LTDE.
H2.1: The higher CEO ability, the lower use of debt in capital structure that proxied by LTDA.

Profitable companies do not need to use more debt, because they could use retained earnings as a source of internal funds [6]. High profit firms use relatively little debt [3]. The results of previous studies finding show profitability negatively affect capital structure [5,23,1,8,17]. Therefore, the hypothesis are:

H1.2: The higher the profitability, the lower use of debt in capital structure that proxied by LTDE.
H2.2: The higher the profitability, the lower use of debt in capital structure that proxied by LTDA.

NDTS is tax benefit that charged on non-cash depreciation and amortization in income statement [32, 22]. NDTS is the substitution of tax benefit due to the debt financing [9]. The results of empirical studies find that NDTS negatively affect capital structure [10,12,15,26,8,33]. The larger depreciation, the greater tax savings. It is a source of internal funds, which can reduce the use of debt. Therefore, the hypothesis are:

H1.3: The higher non-debt tax shield, the lower use of debt in capital structure that proxied by LTDE.
H2.3: The higher non-debt tax shield, the lower use of debt in capital structure that proxied by LTDA.

Cash flow in this study is cash flow from operating activities to finance assets. Results showed cash flow negatively affect capital structure [13,4,18,33]. The higher cash flow from operating activities, the higher internal funds availability, thereby reducing the use of debt. Therefore, the hypothesis are:

H1.4: The higher cash flow, the lower use of debt in capital structure that proxied by LTDE.
H2.4: The higher cash flow, the lower use of debt in capital structure that proxied by LTDA.

Managerial ownership shows the shares owned by management. This is measured by the percentage of shares owned by management [22]. CEO ownership is part of the managerial ownership that showing CEO share ownership. This is measured by the ratio between CEO stock ownership and the number of company shares [5]. CEO ownership significantly and negatively related to capital structure, proxied by long-term debt to assets, short-term debt to assets [5]. Managers Ownership significantly and negatively affect capital structure [2, 18, 15, 22]. Managers Ownership does not affect capital structure, because there is not a clear separation between ownership and control in manufacturing companies in the Jakarta Stock Exchange [27]. Thus, the hypothesis are:

H1.5: The higher CEO ownership, the lower use of debt in capital structure that proxied by LTDE.
H2.5: The higher CEO ownership, the lower use of debt in capital structure that proxied by LTDA.
The use of debt will lead greater profits from tax utilization, as long as the balance between the cost of debt and tax benefits can be optimized. Capital structure theory explains that increase in debt, in addition to providing tax saving benefits, can also lead to financial distress. Companies with a higher debt will face a high risk of financial distress because of the interest they have to pay [28]. Company with good performance can signal as higher use of debt in capital structure and company with bad performance would not dare use because it increases the chances of bankruptcy [25]. Investors will give a higher value to company with a higher debt portion.

Trade-off theory explains that debt above optimum point level will cause greater present value of financial distress and agency costs than the present value of tax savings. Addition of debt actually reduce firm value [21]. The findings of [19.11, 12.31, 7] showed a significant positive effect of capital structure on firm value. Trade-off theory will explains an optimal capital structure in the event a balance between the tax cost and agency costs with financial distress [21]. Thus, the hypothesis are:

H3.1: The higher capital structure that proxied by LTDE, will further enhance firm value.
H3.2: The higher capital structure that proxied by LTDA, will further enhance firm value.

III. Research Methods

This study uses a quantitative approach (positives) and supported by in-depth interviews. The study was conducted at a manufacturing company in Indonesia Stock Exchange (IDX). The study period is 2006 to 2010. The population is 160 companies. Due the number of population is known, the criteria for selecting companies are (1) company has been listed on the Stock Exchange since 2005, since the study period beginning in 2006 to 2010. (2) the financial statements of companies have no negative earnings and equity. (3) can be determined tenure of CEO or managing director and having ownership stake in the annual report and/or financial statements. The firms who meet the criteria are 20, so the number of observations is 100 observations (5 years x 20 companies). Thus, this study using census or a saturated sample. The type data is secondary and primary. Secondary data collection techniques was documentation pooled data, while the primary data is collected using in-depth interviews with some CEO to get in-depth explanation of related variables studied. The method of data analysis is Path Analysis with SPSS 17 for Windows and supported by qualitative information.

IV. Results and Data Analysis

4.1. Hypothesis Testing

Path analysis is used to estimate the causal relationship between variables. Regression analysis is used to address the effect between variables and testing hypothesis. Path coefficients are seen from standardized beta coefficients. Path coefficients tests conducted with positive allegation. The hypothesis would be supported if the value of t-calculation > t-table. For negative test, the hypothesis is supported if the value of t-calculation < t-table.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Independent Variable</th>
<th>Dependent Variable</th>
<th>Beta Coefficient (β)</th>
<th>t-count</th>
<th>p-value</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>CEO Ability (CEOA)</td>
<td>LTDE</td>
<td>-0.201</td>
<td>-1.988</td>
<td>0.047</td>
<td>Significant</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Profitability (PRFT)</td>
<td>LTDE</td>
<td>-0.130</td>
<td>-1.307</td>
<td>0.194</td>
<td>Insignificant</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Non-Debt Tax Shield (NDTS)</td>
<td>LTDE</td>
<td>-0.170</td>
<td>-1.687</td>
<td>0.095</td>
<td>Insignificant</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cash Flow (CF)</td>
<td>LTDE</td>
<td>0.027</td>
<td>0.275</td>
<td>0.784</td>
<td>Insignificant</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CEO Ownership (CEOO)</td>
<td>LTDE</td>
<td>0.205</td>
<td>2.109</td>
<td>0.038</td>
<td>Significant</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CEO Ability (CEOA)</td>
<td>LTDA</td>
<td>0.305</td>
<td>3.215</td>
<td>0.002</td>
<td>Significant</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Profitability (PRFT)</td>
<td>LTDA</td>
<td>-0.230</td>
<td>-2.461</td>
<td>0.016</td>
<td>Significant</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
The test results of path coefficients of CEO ability on capital structure that proxied by LTDE ($\beta = -0.201$, t-count = -1.988, t-table = -1.984, $P = 0.047 < 0.05$) is significant and supports H1.1. Path of profitability capital structure that proxied by LTDE ($\beta = -0.130$, t-count = -1.307, t-table = -1.984, $P = 0.194 < 0.05$) are not significant and does not support H1.2. Non-debt tax shield (NDTS) test to capital structure that proxied by LTDE ($\beta = -0.170$, t-count = -1.687, t-table = -1.984, $P = 0.095 > 0.05$) are not significant and do not support H1.3. Path of cash flow (CF) to capital structure that proxied by LTDE ($\beta = 0.027$, t-count = 0.257, t-table = -1.984, $P = 0.784 > 0.05$) are not significant and does not support H1.4. Path coefficient test of CEO ownership on capital structure that proxied by LTDE ($\beta = 0.205$, t-count = 2.109, t-table = -1.984, $P = 0.038 < 0.05$) were significant but did not support H1.5.

The test results of CEO ability on capital structure that proxied by LTDA ($\beta = 0.305$, t-count = 3.215, t-table = -1.984, $P = 0.002 < 0.05$) is significant but does not support H2.1. The test result of profitability on capital structure that proxied by LTDA ($\beta = -0.230$, t-count = -2.461, t-table = -1.984, $P = 0.016 < 0.05$) is significant and supports H2.2. Path of non-debt tax shield (NDTS) on capital structure that proxied by LTDA ($\beta = -0.268$, t-count = -2.828, t-table = -1.984, $P = 0.006 < 0.05$) is significant and supports H2.3. Path of cash flow (CF) on capital structure that proxied by LTDA ($\beta = -0.106$, t-count = -1.148, t-table = -1.984, $P = 0.254 > 0.05$) were not significant and does not support H2.4. The test of CEO ownership on capital structure that proxied by LTDA ($\beta = -0.308$, t-count = -3.382, t-table = -1.984, $P = 0.001 < 0.05$) is significant and supports H2.5. The test results capital structure that proxied by LTDA on firm value ($\beta = 0.223$, t-count = 2.333, t-table = 1.984, $P = 0.022 < 0.05$) were significant. The path of capital structure that proxied LTDA on firm value ($\beta = 0.277$, t-count = 2.897, t-table = 1.984, $P = 0.005 < 0.05$) is significant. Thus, H3.1 and H3.2 support.

V. Discussion and Conclusion

5.1. Determinants of Capital Structure (LTDE)

CEO ability is reflected by the number of years in CEO positions. This could explain the variation capital structure changes that proxied by LTDE. The increase in CEO ability could encourage an increase profit from company operating activities. This is due to the increased experience and knowledge during his tenure. Increased profits will increase internal funds on their own capital, so the use of debt in company capital structure is low. During 2006-2010, the average CEO tenure is 15.89 years (15 years 11 months), the growth rate of 4.41% per year. Average capital structure (LTDE) is 38.54%, decreasing 5.89% per year. This implies that longer the CEO duration, further higher CEO ability to manage company. BS informant stating that:

"... Period of employment or tenure will build field expertise. So if the expertise increase then the performance would increase ... because other people also recognize the expertise ... expertise he used for something useful, so its performance is definitely improved ..."

Profitability is not able to explain the variation in capital structure changes for manufacturing companies listed on Indonesia Stock Exchange. Increased profitability does not affect capital structure (LTDE) in companies that rely their ability of their own capital in shaping capital structure. It is appropriate for 2006-2010 empirical fact that average profitability reaching 9.67%, the growth rate of 2.00% per year. The ratio of long term debt to equity (LTDE) for the same period averaged 38.54%, with a tendency to decrease 5.89% per year. Low profitability levels are not able to support the availability of equity capital through retained earnings. That is, capital structure (LTDE) is not determined by profitability, but rather is determined by funds from the debt. For example, by extending the re-use of short-term debt to reduce the burden of higher interest when using long-term debt. Empirical data show that growth of short-term debt was higher, on average 25.97% per year, compared to average equity 11.68% growth per year, and long-term debt 25.05% per year. In addition, company generate all earnings in cash and do not have to wait maturity to be able to turn into cash. BS informant suggested that:

"... actually, to company's management, the key word is not profitability but the availability of cash. So the availability of cash is more important than profits ..."

NDTS not determine changes in capital structure (LTDE). Low financial resources from non-cash depreciation (average NDTS reached 3.58% with a tendency to decrease 4.88% per year) is only a small part of company's internal financial resources. This does not significantly increase internal funding sources to substitute the use of long-term debt that companies rely more on their own capital in capital structure.
Depreciation rates tend to decline each year. It could reduce the availability of internal funds of capital itself. It does not simply provide a source of funds to finance new investment depreciation in anticipation the technology development. Interview with Mr. DS said that:

"Depreciation new investment should be directed to ... anticipate changes in future technology... depreciation invested immediately to a technology change..."

Companies depreciation should be used to make new investments by considering technology changes. This can be done so that products produced by company in accordance with consumers tastes as a result of technological progress. Companies that do not respond to technological developments will make product that market demand. Consumers will switch to other products that have technological development.

Cash flow does not determine capital structure (LTDE). Low cash flow from operating activities as part of internal fund sources do not become substitutes for use of long-term debt. Thus, company needs to use alternative funding from other sources, primarily using debt to finance its operations. The results of interview with Mr. BWS stated that:

"... Why cash flow is important, since money is company blood, you may claim a lot profit, but if there is no blood you will die too..."

Cash flow as a source of corporate funds meant like blood in the human body. If not enough blood available, then our bodies become weak and even cause death. Even so, companies need adequate funding to support their life in order to survive. Company should have sufficient funds to fund all operational activities in order to increase the owner welfare. Alternative funding to use is extend the re-use of short-term debt to minimize higher interest expense when using long-term debt.

CEO ownership determines an increase in capital structure (LTDE). The period 2006-2010 showed that average CEO ownership is 1.90% with a growth rate of 1.65% per year. That is, the total assets of company is funded by CEO ownership of 1.90%. The low CEO ownership is not significant to add company's own capital. It is, causing company to find alternative funding that the to finance its business loans. This same with interview results from Mr. DS who argued that:

"... If management also have stock, it means he put equity, then equity increases. If company's debt capacity was limited, the equity becomes good. But if debt is not a problem, then the equity increase is not good, because the cost of debt is lower than the cost of equity ... I better get a loan because the cost of debt is cheaper ..."

The results of interview above implies the increasing CEO ownership will increase company's own capital. If the ability to obtain debt is limited, the use of own capital is better. But if the use of debt is not the problem, then use of own capital is less profitable, because the cost of debt is lower than the cost of equity. Consequently, the increase in CEO ownership gets a negative response from capital market investors. Interview with Mr. CH who argued that:

"... Maybe, because we (CEO) stay in company, understand how much the profits, so we (the CEO) can be buy and sell ... we are considered to have better information than other shareholders, so it is considered not fair ... if the CEO have many share, it will respond negatively because the concern of naughty act... ".

The increase in CEO ownership could make them act as opportunist because there is asymmetry information. CEOs are considered to have more information about company than the other investors in capital market. As a result, CEO ownership does not respond rightly to company's signal outlook. To that end, company may use load in meeting the funds needs. It is inline with Mr. DS that:

"... for example, with CEO ownership, they can not make a capital structure change, but with their experience and ability... he had a networking and get a cheaper source of funding ... So basically, weather CEOs have a good networking or not ... "

5.2. Determinants of Capital Structure (LTDA)

CEO ability increased capital structure (LTDA). Longer CEO position will enhance the experience and ability in company management. With their experience and capabilities, the CEO will enhance his reputation. CEO of high reputation will get confidence to obtain loans. That is, the higher CEO ability, the higher confidence of lenders to give loans. It encourages companies to use long-term debt to fund its business. During 2006-2010, the average CEO tenure is over 15.89 years (15 years 11 months) with an average growth of 4.41% per year, while average capital structure (LTDA) average of 11.55% with downturn 1.72% per year. This implies that an increase in the ability of the CEO is less encouraging the increase of their own capital to finance its operations through retained earnings. Average levels of capital structure (LTDA) 11.55% implies that 11.55% of company's total assets financed with long term debt. This provides an opportunity for companies to increase the use of long-term debt. Thus, capital structure is determined by the CEO from their ability to get a loan from other cheaper funds sources. The analysis showed long CEO tenure does not guarantee high ability in
improving company's internal funds sources through retained earnings. The results of an interview with Mr. CB stated that:

"... CEO tenure do not have value added if he does not make many ideas or positive decisions to increase profits, ... such as efficiency and make innovation or creativity in company ... someday maybe he will be replaced."

The statement implies that although CEO tenure was long, but if he does not have a significant contribution to increasing company profits, his tenure was not much role to increase its own capital from retained earnings. If the condition persists, company's dependence on debt funding will bigger.

The findings of this study show the higher CEO ability, the higher long-term debt usage in capital structure (LTDA). The high long-term debt is more determined by the CEO ability. It has good relations with those who have a good personal relationship. Interview with Mr. DS suggested:

"... for example, if there is no other way, his ability and experience can not make a capital structure change, but with his experience and ability... he has networking then he get a cheaper source of funding ...".

The results of interview above implies that skills and experience of CEO creates good networking and can obtain cheaper funds sources. The need for more funds as determined because the company was reliable and has a good reputation, supported by the CEO networking with parties who have a special relationship, so get cheaper funds.

Profitability can explain variations in capital structure changes (LTDA). On company capital structure composition with assets used for its business, then the additional income from operating activities could determine capital structure (LTDA). That is, the higher profitability, the higher internal funding through retained earnings, thus increasing equity in capital structure. Increasing equity would reduce the use of long-term debt in capital structure. During the 2006-2010 period, average profitability reached 9.67% with a growth rate of 2.00% per year. While the ratio of long-term debt to total assets (LTDA) for the same period averaged 11.55% with decreasing 1.72% per year. Thus, the increase in profitability was followed by a decrease in company's capital structure. Higher profitability imply higher availability of internal funds come from retained earnings. To finance investment the company can easily meet the funding needs from their own abilities. Interview with Mr. CH show that:

"... If the money in company do not be shared... if company has prospects, why it should inhibited from the financial aspect... company can move forward because of two things, money and people, while the technique or technology can be bought ..."

NDTS able to explain the decline in capital structure (LTDA). Depreciation is part of the internal funds sources that can be used to finance assets, as a substitution for the use of debt by company. During the 2006-2010 period, average NDTS reached 3.58%. While average capital structure (LTDA) for the same period is 11.55%. That is, capital structure (LTDA) is determined by the depreciation of 3.58%. Depreciation become source of funds where you can add to their own capital to fund company's assets. The composition of company's capital structure more rely on total assets in normal business condition. The addition of non-cash funding from depreciation could determine capital structure (LTDA). Interview with Mr. CB, which states that:

"... The non-cash funds source that used to invest will increase company capital, especially for the rejuvenation of fixed assets owned, by replacing assets that are not reliable anymore with more reliable".

Additional depreciation will increase company's internal financial resources, as a substitute of long-term debt usage. Sources of funding should be used to fund the depreciation of company assets, replacing the fixed assets economical with more productive one. A more productive asset will increase production capacity and sales and increase its income. The revenue generated could be used to finance company's depreciation expense that would be a source of non-cash fund. The availability of non-cash fund for depreciation will increase the availability of internal funds, thereby expanding company's own capital.

Cash flow is not able to explain the variation the changes in capital structure (LTDA). The results of this study indicate that number of long-term debt composition is not determined by cash flow from company operating activities. Operating cash flow was low, as part of funds source that used to finance the entire asset, not a substitute for the use of long-term debt in company capital structure. During the period 2006-2010, the average cash flow reached 6.13%, the growth rate of 37.31%. The average ratio of long-term debt to total assets (LTDA) reached 11.55%, with a tendency to decrease 1.72% per year. This suggests the growth in cash flow can improve company's internal financial resources, but does not specify the decrease of company's capital structure. Company with a low cash flow needs debt to meet fund need. The results of an interview with Mr. BWS show that:

"... Why cash flow is important, because money is company blood, you may claim a lot profit, but if there is No. blood you will die too right there ..."
The results of interview above implies that cash flow generated from company operating activities should be available rightly, to ensure the funds availability to finance assets. Cash flow is interpreted like blood in the human body. If there is not enough blood, it will cause your body to become weak and even cause death. Even so with company, requires adequate funding in order to survive.

CEO ownership can explain the increase in capital structure (LTDA). CEO ownership is part of company's own capital. CEO ownership increase will increase the amount of own capital thereby reducing capital structure. The average CEO stock ownership reaches 1.90% from total shares outstanding, by 1.65% per year growth. Average capital structure (LTDA) over past five years reached 11.55%, decreasing 1.72 per year. Thus, the decline in capital structure is determined by the CEO stock ownership 1.90%. Interview with Mr. DS, which suggests that:

"... If management also have shares, it means he put equity, then the equity increased".

CEOs are the ones who are considered to have more company information than others. That is, there is information asymmetry between CEO and investors in capital market. If the management company wants to maximize current stockholder value, there is a tendency company will has good prospects. Management will not issue new shares but use retained earnings in order company prospect enjoyed by current stockholders. But if the prospect of corporate is unfavorable, management will issue new shares to raise funds. This will benefit current stockholders because their responsibilities reduced. The problem is the investors know that trends, so they see the new shares offer as bad news signal and firm value tends to fall when the new shares issued. This prompted company to issue bonds or debt rather than issuing new shares.

5.3. The impact of capital structure (LTDE and LTDA) on Firm Value

Capital structure, measured by LTDE and LTDA, can explain the changes variation of firm value, measured by Tobin's Q. This shows, the bigger long-term debt in capital structure (LTDE and LTDA), the higher firm value. The firm value higher due to tax savings if using higher long-term debt than agency costs. These conditions indicate capital structure of manufacturing company in Indonesia capital market has not reached optimum point yet.

The findings confirmed that firm value is determined by company that using more overall assets (LTDA) in financing operational activities than if only rely on their own capital (LTDE). During the 2006-2010 period, average value of capital structure (LTDE) is 38.54% and average capital structure (LTDA) is 11.55%. Average firm value that proxied by Tobin's Q over the same is 80.45% with 4.41% growth per year. That is, companies more rely on their own capital and overall assets to finance its operational activities to enhance firm value. Average levels of capital structure (LTDE) of 38.54% still allow company to increase the use of long-term debt. But it is possible for a company that promotes overall assets to fund operational activities. Capital structure (LTDA) average 11.55% indicates, the number of long-term debt composition is still relatively low compared to capital structure (LTDE). This shows high proportion of total assets is security, not long-term debt. Thus, company that prioritizing its overall assets for funding is more likely to increase the long-term debt in capital structure due it enhance firm value. The results of an interview with Mr. DS who argued:

"... If company debt increases, the firm value also increases. But there is a limit, the limit is bankruptcy variable, the bankruptcy threat if its debt is 100%, there is shock, then he can go bankrupt ... like my cement companies get safe rate with MUDI three times per EBIDA. Therefore, if debt rise, the firm value's will go up, but there is a threat, that we must sought debt structure per equity that optimal... now use debt or equity as capital. If the debt is still safe, then use debt first, cost of debt was cheap, so first we need a debt financing, to the extent that its structure is still strong ... now there's a question ... My new factory built with full cash, internal cash, why not with debt, I do not borrow ...its cost of money ... I had the money I put in deposits, it will get a return of 6%, but if I borrow debt, I had to pay 10%, then I don’t want to do that ... I use it, because cash already exists, unless net more money, the debt is first priority ".

Capital structure of manufacturing companies in Indonesia Stock Exchange has not reached the optimum point, because of the increased long-term debt usage will increases firm value. CEO positions longer tenure will improve its ability to manage company. His capabilities will enhance its his reputation as a CEO and have a good networking with owners of the funds, so he can obtain a loan at a cheaper cost. To that end, if company requires additional funds, it prioritize the use of long-term debt because it can increase the firm value. However, companies should avoid the use of optimal debt limit because it can decrease the firm value. The decline in firm value due to financial distress and agency costs are greater than the benefits of a tax saving from debt.

5.4. Limitations and future studies

CEO Ability is a variable outside of accounting database that proxied by CEO tenure. The CEO tenure is measured by the number of years served as CEO of same company. This has low ability to describe CEO
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comprehensively. This is because the study did not perform CEO tenure exploration from CEO previous positions, which better reflects the CEO ability to implemented his experience in company sample.

Future studies can explore the CEOs tenure from previous companies, because it can reflect the true CEO ability. CEO ability will create a networking to obtain cheaper loans. Subsequent research could also examine the impact of networking on capital structure decision-making to increase the firm value, especially from a qualitative aspect.
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